Setting up a new iOS Device

Begin by sliding your finger across as indicated on the Hello screen.

Choose your desired operating language and the country in which the device will be used.

The device will need to be online. If your device has a cellular connection you may choose that option. Otherwise connect to a WiFi network. Within the Health System you may choose hscs-wireless and use your HS login credentials.

It may take a few minutes to activate your iPad.

Enable Location Services. This will allow you to find your device if it is lost or misplaced.

If you have a previous iOS device and you used iCloud to back up your settings you may restore it. Otherwise choose Setup as New.

You will need an Apple ID. If you already have one sign in here. If not follow the steps to create one. You may skip this step now but you will need to complete it later.
Apple will have you agree to their terms and conditions. Tap agree in the bottom right corner and again at the pop-up.

Keeping your personal data, as well as any Health System data, protected on your device is critical. The first line of defense is the passcode. Choose a minimum of four numerical digits for your passcode. This can be a word, sentence or any combination you desire but at least four numbers.

Choose whether you want to use Siri for voice interaction with your device. Next confirm the option to send Apple anonymous device diagnostic information. Both these options are at your discretion. Siri can be enabled and disable later in the Settings app.

This concludes the initial setup. Tap Get Started to go to the device Home Screen and have fun with your new device.